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Upcoming Events
Safety Webinars

The 6 Most Commonly Forgotten
Health and Safety Risks

Monday,

April 25th

Join us for a free webinar where we’ll reveal the

2022

6 most commonly forgotten health and safety risks.
learn more

sponsored by

Ask an Expert: How to Improve
a Struggling Safety Culture
Thursday,

May 5th

2022

We’ll be hosting a free webinar that reveals how
to convince leadership to “buy-in” to safety and
ensure compliance across your company.
sponsored by

learn more

OSHA’s Heat Standard: How Employers
Should Prepare Now
Thursday,

May 26
2022

In this 60-minute program you’ll learn practical strategies for
improving or developing your OSHA compliant heat-related
injury and illness prevention program, plus guidelines to help
you prepare for the upcoming standard.
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News Briefs

Safety Stories You Might Have Missed
Owners to serve jail time
for workers’ comp fraud

Company, VP charged in
fatal hydrogen sulfide release

published March 9, 2022

published March 10, 2022

A California business owner and her husband will
be serving jail time and paying more than $925,000
in restitution after pleading guilty to workers’
compensation fraud totaling almost $1 million.

A Texas oilfield company and its vice president were
charged March 8 for worker safety and environmental
crimes that led to the deaths of a worker and his wife
in 2019.

Carmen Hall Soruco and her husband, Antonio Soruco,
were sentenced Feb. 7 to each serve 120 days in jail
and pay more than $925,000 in restitution to the State
Compensation Insurance Fund (SCIF) and Employment
Development Department (EDD).

Aghorn Operating Inc. and its vice president, Trent
Day, were indicted by a federal grand jury for
obstructing an OSHA investigation, violating federal
safety regulations leading to an employee’s death and
violating the Clean Air Act.

Read more

Read more

OSHA begins new COVID-19
enforcement effort

Department of Justice plans
to work closely with OSHA

published March 10, 2022

published March 11, 2022

OSHA is starting a short-term increase in highly
focused inspections of hospitals and nursing care
facilities that treat COVID-19 patients.

The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) will be working
more closely with OSHA in prosecuting companies for
environmental crimes that impact worker safety.

This new enforcement effort, which runs from March
9 to June 9, is the agency’s latest effort to protect
healthcare workers against new COVID-19 variants
that could emerge as the U.S. enters the next phase of
the pandemic.

In January, a DOJ official told law firm Reed Smith that
the department will be formally collaborating with
OSHA and the Mine Safety and Health Administration
(MSHA) in pursuing cases related to worker safety and
safe working conditions.

Read more

Read more

Child labor law safety issues
caused by workforce shift
published March 11, 2022

Why have there been so many child labor law safety
violations over the past year or two? Answer: The
historic shift in the nation’s workforce making it
difficult to retain and recruit employees.
Read more
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News Briefs — Safety Stories You Might Have Missed

Online tool tracks inspection data,
reveals 2022 trends

Was injured driver an employee or
contractor?

published March 14, 2022

published March 16, 2022

Have you ever wondered what OSHA’s latest
enforcement trends are? Or which industries the
agency is focusing on now? If you answered yes to
either of those questions, then you’ll want to check
out the OSHA Inspections Tracker map from law firm
Fisher Phillips.

Is a worker who drives a company vehicle and is
paid by the mile but who gets no other benefits an
employee or an independent contractor for the sake
of workers’ compensation?

Read more

A Nebraska appeals court found this a question of
control, with the facts pointing toward the worker
being an independent contractor.
Read more

Contractor held personally liable for
$2M OSHA fine
published March 14, 2022

A New Jersey contractor, and one of the state’s biggest
safety violators, is being held personally liable for $2
million in OSHA fines.
An administrative law judge with the Occupational
Safety and Health Review Commission granted OSHA’s
motion for summary judgment against Juan QuevedoGarcia, owner of BB Frame LLC, on Feb. 25.
Read more

Owner gets jail time for fatal trench
collapse
published March 16, 2022

The owner of a Washington construction company
was sentenced to 45 days in jail for a fatal 2016 trench
collapse.
The sentencing of Phillip Numrich, owner of Alki
Construction, was a landmark decision since it’s
extremely rare for an employer to face jail time
for an on-the-job fatality, according to the state’s
Department of Labor & Industries (L&I).
Read more

California, Washington address
masks at work
published March 15, 2022

With the ever-evolving guidance regarding masking
against COVID-19 in public, it’s no wonder employers
and workers are confused regarding masks on the job.
In an effort to clear up the confusion, the states of
California and Washington are offering new guidance
for employers and workers.
Read more
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Training Tips

Goal-focused supervision leads
to a safer work environment
When employees don’t understand goals and priorities, they won’t
be as engaged in the work they do.
Goals should always include adherence to safety rules and reporting potential hazards ASAP.
Employees who are fully aware of clear goals and expectations are almost three times more likely
to be engaged than those who aren’t, according to research from Quantum.

Help them succeed
To set better goals:
●

Work with employees to set goals so they can determine feasibility, bottlenecks and deadlines

●

Establish clear expectations around processes, timelines and feedback

●

Require regular goal monitoring, progress reports and coaching, as needed.

Safely storing materials: 4 keys
to remember
Here are four keys to remind workers about keeping materials in the right
place. Share them at your next training session or toolbox talk:
1.

Stack reasonably. If you put piles of material from floor to ceiling, it’s an invitation for an accident.
Make sure piles are kept to a reasonable height.

2.

Aisles should always be clear. It’s OSHA’s law – and common sense. Don’t block exits or pathways.
Not only could it be dangerous for other employees, it could be deadly in case of an emergency.

3.

Never let tools out of your sight. From the time you take a tool away from its storage place to the time
you return it, it should never leave your sight. If an unsuspecting worker puts their hand or foot down
on a stray tool, it’ll be a nightmare situation.

4.

Don’t wait until you’re asked. It’s important to keep the workplace well organized at all times.
Don’t wait until a Supervisor has to remind you to start putting things away.

Read more Training Tips in your Membership Dashboard
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Case Study

Top 5 mistakes of online training,
and 3 ways to avoid them
Many safety pros had been using online training for several years. It’s easier,
cheaper, and when it’s live there’s instant feedback. But the COVID-19
pandemic forced many employers into using online safety training that
hadn’t done so previously.
The negatives became apparent, too: If it’s prerecorded its not as engaging as being face-to-face. There are tech
issues. When slides have too much text, people tend to read instead of listening to the presenter.

Training mistakes happen
1.

Training is too complex. With the technology we now have, we try to take a complex topic and turn it into
online training, expecting people to pick up on the subject matter. People have trouble picking things up from
just listening and reading.

2.

There’s no repetition. Repetition helps retention. When we try to repeat concepts online, it seems like we’re
just covering the same things over again and over again. Then the audience checks out.

3.

It’s too long. Some online training is now one, two, even three hours long. Even if it’s live, hours of looking at
a screen is too long. When we’re working, it’s normal to have distractions. But in training sessions, there’s an
expectation we should be there all the time. It’s difficult for the facilitator, too, to keep engagement levels high.
You just don’t have the energy of being together in a room.

4.

Not thinking about the audience. It’s easy to focus on the subject matter when developing training. But you
have to think about your audience, too. They might have distractions. Or maybe they’re not as technologically
savvy as they need to be for the training. Example: How many trainees know how to share their screen on a
Zoom call?

5.

Not considering the experience of the audience. When you’re live in a room, you can gauge whether people
know some of the material. You can ask preliminary questions, and if they know some of the material, you can
skip it. Some online training crams all the information on a topic into one module without any consideration of
the audience’s previous experience. It’s a waste of employees’ time to have to sit through that.

Avoiding the mistakes
How do you avoid these mistakes?
1.

Better training design. Much like planning for a face-to-face session, think about each component of the
training. How will the presenter(s) and employees interact?

2.

Invest resources. For many safety pros, training budgets are limited. However, if the training is essential, if it’s
compliance-based, or if it involves life-or-death situations, you need to invest enough resources in it.

3.

Don’t rush into it. The best way to improve training is to go back and review what you’ve already done. How
are we doing? How is the delivery? Ask attendees some in-depth questions about how they’re receiving the
information presented in training. Spend more time on a review if you did rush into online training.

(Based on a presentation by Marilyn Hubner, Managing Director, Buildup Research, Melbourne, Australia, at ASSP’s
September 2021 conference)
Read more Case Study in your Membership Dashboard
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HAZARDS

Investigation highlights how panic
can lead to tragedy
by Merriell Moyer

O

ne of the most famous
lines from Douglas Adams’
The Hitchhiker’s Guide
to the Galaxy is, “Don’t
panic.” From a safety viewpoint,
those words can mean the difference
between life and death for a worker.
Ideally, thorough training will
overcome feelings of panic, leading
a worker to stay calm and follow
procedures during an emergency.

Ground worker
maintained proper
distance
On Jan. 31, 2021, a Union Pacific tie
gang made up of about 50 people
and 23 pieces of equipment was
placing new crossties on a stretch
of track near Vail, Arizona.

In reality, that doesn’t always
happen, even for experienced
workers.

A safety briefing was performed
before work started and workers
were informed of the proper spacing
to be kept between ground workers
and equipment operators.

For example, a National Transportation
Safety Board (NTSB) investigation
found a fatal incident at a Union
Pacific Railroad worksite in Arizona
was the result of an equipment
operator’s panicked state.

The standard distance between
machines and workers was 25 feet,
but operators of rail-bound track
maintenance tampers (TMT) were
to maintain 70 feet between the
vehicle and ground workers.
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That distance was increased
due to the visibility limitations
for TMT operators.
As work progressed, one
TMT operator was following
a ground worker who was marking
areas where new crossties were
to be installed.
Witnesses said the ground worker
was maintaining appropriate
distance from the TMT.

Failed to sound horn,
activate emergency stop
The TMT operator had just tamped
a crosstie and was moving to the
next location, so he pushed forward
on the machine’s joystick controls.

8

Investigation highlights how panic can lead to tragedy

Normally, the machine would stop
when the joystick was released, but
this time the operator felt the TMT
wasn’t stopping, and that’s when he
began to panic.
He tried to activate the machine’s
horn to warn the ground worker,
but was unsuccessful. He also
failed to remember to push the
emergency stop button, which
was right in front of him.
In a last effort to stop the machine,
the operator pulled back on the
joystick and dropped the tamper
workheads, effectively stopping
the forward motion of the TMT.
But it was too late. The ground
worker was found under the TMT.
He was airlifted to a hospital where
he later died from his injuries.

Machine wasn’t
malfunctioning
The NTSB investigation found no
problems of any kind with the TMT.
Investigators verified the operator,
who had 19 years of experience,
was well-rested on the day of the
incident and his drug tests came
back negative.

He may have realized the
machine was working as
intended, or at the very least,
successfully sounded the horn
or remembered to activate the
emergency stop.
All of those things would have kept
the incident from occurring. But in
his panic, these simple functions
were completely forgotten.

The final verdict:
“The NTSB determines that the
probable cause of the accident was
the operator’s failure to stop the
track maintenance tamper’s forward
movement due to his panicked state
before striking the ground worker.”

Read this story online

If the machine operator would have
relied on his 19 years of experience
and training, and kept a clear head,
this incident wouldn’t have occurred.

Exclusive Safety News Alert Guide

10 Ways To Create A Better Safety Culture
This Essential Insights gives you concrete steps you can
take immediately to gain buy-in for a no-tolerance-foraccidents safety culture, develop safety leaders, get
management and front-line workers thinking safety first,
measure your success – and keep everyone safer
and happier.
get the guide
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Real Life Safety

Was worker’s death a freak
accident or a result of
Supervisor negligence?
“All right, since we’re all accounted for here, let’s go over the jobs
schedule today,” said Supervisor Sharon Miller.
“We’re putting the gangway together,” said Sharon. “Hopefully we can knock it out today but it could
take longer than that.
“Once we’re finished with the gangway, we can get started working on the crane barge full-time.”
“Question!” A hand raised.
“Yes?” asked Sharon.
“How are we moving those pieces?” asked Vincent Salvini, a welder.
“You’ll be hoisting the segments into position with the crane,” said Sharon, pointing to the
equipment. “Then you’ll be fitting them together by hand.”
“Whoa! Those suckers are too heavy for that!” said Vincent.
“They’re 250 pounds each,” said Sharon. “All four of you can handle them one at a time.
“Like I said before, if we can’t wrap it up today, we’ll get it done over the next day,” said Sharon.

Welder unhappy about work plan
“That crane is too small for the job,” said Vincent. “We’d be better off using other equipment.
I remember on this one job where we …”
Sharon cut Vincent off. “Look at the work space we’re dealing with,” said Sharon, spreading her arms
wide and looking from left to right.
“Where do you see us setting up any more heavy equipment? Even if we did have space, we don’t
have the time or money to lease new gear.
“The gangway segments are manageable if you work together as a team,” said Sharon. “You
remember the safe lifting techniques we discussed last week. Right?”
“Yeah yeah,” said Vincent. “Squat down, lift with the legs.”
Like we don’t already know that! Vincent thought, but didn’t say out loud.

Concerns turn to reality
Vincent and his crew moved gangway segments into place, and Vincent welded them. As the crane
operator swung another piece to be set down, a loud SNAP jolted everyone.
The hook snapped and a platform segment plummeted down. A corner of the piece struck Vincent
in the head, knocking him cold.
Continued on next page
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Real Life Safety

Was worker’s death a freak
accident or a result of
Supervisor negligence?
Vincent awoke in a hospital bed in sharp pain. The blow caused his eye to recess into his head.
He couldn’t work and needed pain medications around the clock.
A few weeks later, he accidentally overdosed on pain pills and died.
But not before he began the process of a lawsuit and gave a deposition of what happened the day
of his injuries.

Freedom to ask questions, voice concerns is a crucial
must-have
The employee who died as a result of his injuries swore he brought up safety concerns but the
Supervisor didn’t follow through on his suggestions.
Were his concerns valid? Should the Supervisor have halted the project until different equipment
was secured?
We’ll never know the full answer. If the case ever makes it to trial, a jury will determine how much,
if at all, the company dropped the ball.
There are times when employees voice safety concerns and a Supervisor must quickly answer to him
or herself internally, Is this a valid concern? Should I check further?
At a minimum, Supervisors should always remember to:
●

thank and acknowledge safety feedback from employees

●

do a little research if necessary to assuage someone’s concerns

●

follow up with the person if you can’t answer a question immediately, and

●

remind people their thoughtful feedback is always welcome and appreciated.

(Based on Bommarito v. Belle Chasse Marine Transportation. This case has been dramatized for effect.)
Read more Real Life Safety in your Membership Dashboard
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Who Got Fined & Why

Brickmaking workers lacked respirators:
Firm fined for dust hazards
OSHA received word that the Continental Brick Company in
Martinsburg, West Virginia, wasn’t following the crystalline
silica standard. Inspectors checked and found workers weren’t
wearing respirators while around silica dust.
Result: Continental was fined for not providing and requiring workers to wear PPE in areas
where there was an overexposure to respirable crystalline silica. The company also didn’t
implement adequate engineering and work practice controls, conduct scheduled monitoring,
establish regulated decontamination areas or make a medical surveillance program available
for employees exposed at or above the action level, all of which are requirements of the
crystalline silica standard.
Note: Continental Brick faces $131,972 in fines. For info on the crystalline silica standard, go to
https://www.osha.gov/silica-crystalline

Sewer trench posed more than one
preventable deadly dangers
Trenching safety reminder: A trench may require multiple
ladders or pulleys depending on how long it is, and be built with
safety boxes, to protect workers from being buried in a cave-in.
What happened: Lanigan Construction was installing sanitation sewer pipes in a 15-foot-deep,
75-foot-long trench in Batavia, Kentucky. It put employees’ lives at risk by not installing trench
safety boxes to prevent a collapse. Workers also had to walk the full length of the trench to enter
or exit because Lanigan failed to provide a safe means of egress.
Result: Those weren’t the only trenching violations found at the worksite. Lanigan failed to
provide PPE such as hard hats, and move soil more than two feet away from the trench to
prevent it from falling back in. All totaled, the safety mistakes cost the contractor $214,636.
Note: To prevent trench collapses and save lives:
●

SLOPE or bench trench walls

●

SHORE trench walls with supports, or

●

SHIELD trench walls with trench boxes

Read more Who Got Fined & Why in your Membership Dashboard
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HAZARDS

Report: Loose bolt caused fire,
almost $4M in damage
by Merriell Moyer

W

hat’s it matter if
a piece of equipment
has a bolt that’s a little
loose, a worker may
ask? No big deal, right? It is when it
leads to a fire and almost
$4 million in damages.
The crew of a ferry in Washington’s
Puget Sound found out why good
maintenance matters when a single
loose bolt led to an engine room fire
and $3.8 million in damages.

taken out of service in November
2020 for engine maintenance.
Specifically, two of its four diesel
engines were due for a full
overhaul in accordance with the
manufacturer’s guidelines.
The lead technician had nine
years of experience and a second
technician who assisted with the
overhaul had five years of experience.
It was a standard procedure with no
reported issues.

There were no injuries, according
to a National Transportation
Safety Board (NTSB) investigation
report, and that was thanks in large
part to the crew’s professional
response to the emergency.

In February 2021, the crew
performed a dockside engine
break-in which saw both engines
operated for specific amounts of
time while the ferry was docked
to monitor for problems following
the overhaul.

Plastic debris found
inside valve

Shortly after the start of the break-in,
one of the engines began to exhibit
low oil pressure problems, so the
crew stopped the test and inspected
the engine.

The Wenatchee, a 460-foot-long
passenger and car ferry, had been
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They found plastic debris
from a cigarette lighter inside
a valve. Technicians were notified.
They cleaned an estimated 70%
of the debris from the engine,
which was enough to allow for
normal operation.
Note: There was no explanation
in the NTSB report for why or
how a cigarette lighter got into
the ferry’s engine.

‘Red, glowing items’
popping out of engine
The engines weren’t run again
until April 22, 2021, when the
ferry was due for a sea trial to
verify functionality of all of its
engineering systems before
returning to regular service.
Thirteen experienced crew
members were aboard for the
sea trial in Puget Sound, and they
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Report: Loose bolt caused fire, almost $4M in damage
gradually increased the load on
the Wenatchee‘s engines to
100% power while monitoring
for problems.
At 1:30 p.m., one of the crew
members noticed white smoke
coming from the engine room. “Red,
glowing items” were “popping out”
of the main engine as smoke and
debris filled the compartment.
The crew took appropriate action
to fight the fire, reflecting their
years of training and experience.
Their only fault was failing to sound
a general alarm since everyone
had already been notified of the
fire via radio.
They had the fire under control
by the time help arrived.

Lighter wasn’t the culprit
Engineers inspected the engine
room and found a broken
connecting rod, part of a piston,
and an inspection cover laying on
the deck. Inside the engine, part of
a piston had fallen down and was
resting on top of the crankshaft.
Initially, investigators thought
the remaining debris from the
lighter was the culprit, but closer
inspection of the engine revealed
the damage wasn’t consistent with
that kind of problem.
Based on the condition of several
nuts and bolts from the engine’s
connecting rods and cylinders,
investigators determined that a nut
on one of the bolts had unfastened
while the engine was running.
The loose bolt caused other connecting
rods and pistons to become misaligned,
which in turn caused other parts
to lose lubrication and generate
severe heat.
Those high temperatures transferred
to other parts which broke free,

MAY 2022

caused gases to release into the
engine room and ignite.

That incident resulted in almost
$1 million in damages.

Bolt wasn’t torqued
properly

Good equipment
inspections crucial
to safety

All of this because of a single
loose bolt, which NTSB investigators
said hadn’t been torqued to
recommended settings. This caused
the bolt to vibrate enough to loosen.
The NTSB report mentions that overtorquing can cause a bolt or other
fastener to become overstressed
and break, so it’s best to make
sure torque wrenches are properly
calibrated and manufacturer torque
requirements are followed.
Washington State Ferries, the owner
of the Wenatchee, has since begun
to require secondary verification
for critical component installations,
assemblies, measurements,
cleanliness and testing during
maintenance and repair activities.

Three similar incidents
investigated by NTSB
This wasn’t the first incident of this
nature, the NTSB report states.
In 2015, the Carnival Liberty cruise
ship experienced an engine room
fire due to one inadequately
tightened bolt on a fuel injection
pump, which caused $1.7 million
in damage.
The bulk carrier Nenita grounded
after its main engine failed due to
three excessively torqued bolts, with
damage estimated at $4 million.
An offshore supply vessel, Red Dawn,
had an engine failure in 2017 after
a connecting rod assembly came
loose due to improper tightening of
its bolts during an engine overhaul.

SAFETY NEWS & TRAINING ALERT

This sort of incident isn’t confined
to the maritime industry. Forklifts,
construction vehicles, hydraulic
presses, trash compactors and all
sorts of other equipment are held
together by something: nuts and
bolts, machine screws, etc.
Imagine if a forklift had extended
its mast and picked up a load
off a high shelf. Now imagine
what would happen if the mast
collapsed because a loose
or broken bolt finally came free
from a critical component.
That’s why good maintenance
programs are crucial to safety.
And that includes the pre-shift or
post-shift inspections equipment
operators perform.
Those inspections can catch
problems in between scheduled
maintenance functions and they
can be used as another verification
method after routine maintenance
is completed.
The Wenatchee incident occurred
during a thorough post-maintenance
safety test without any passengers
or cars aboard the ferry to make
sure nothing tragic would occur
during regular operations.
Equipment operators should look
at their pre-shift inspections in
much the same way. Then, if they
notice a loose bolt, hopefully they’ll
think again before writing it off as
nothing to worry about.
Read this story online
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You Be The Judge

Fatal fall due to misconduct
or safety program failure?
Sharpen your judgment by trying to guess the outcome to this case.
“Pete, I know this whole situation is upsetting – and I hate to revisit it again,” said company
attorney John Jenkins. “But can we go over this one more time?”
Safety Manager Pete Travers was filled with conflicting emotions over the incident – a fatal fall
– and subsequent OSHA citation.
He gathered his thoughts and started over from the top.

Foreman ‘spaced out’ while writing hazard assessment
“Mike Adamo and another worker
were replacing insulation on some
pipes at a client’s facility,” Pete said.
“Gary McCabe was the foreman in
charge of the project.
“They were working on a mezzanine
area about 9 feet above the floor,”
Pete explained. “The work area
wasn’t well-lit, but we requested
additional lighting from the general
contractor and it was provided.
“Gary and his crew were told to work
on specific pipes on one portion of
the mezzanine,” said Pete. “They
were to do nothing else unless they
got permission from a supervisor.”

“But Mike didn’t stay in that area?”
John asked.

explained. “Gary was demoted and
placed on unpaid suspension.”

“From what I gathered from Gary
and other witnesses, Mike must
have strayed off to another part of
the mezzanine and fell,” Pete said.
“He wasn’t wearing fall protection.
Apparently, none of them were.”

“You said the company put him on
probation as well?” asked John.

“Why weren’t they wearing fall
protection?” John asked. “Company
safety rules require it when working
at those heights, right?”
“Yes. Gary’s answer to that question
was that he ‘spaced out’ while writing
up his job hazard assessment, so he
failed to specify the need for it,” Pete

“That’s right. Six months of probation
and a single violation of a safety rule
will result in termination – that’s
company policy,” Pete said. “We’ve
never shied away from enforcing our
safety rules.”
“This was unpreventable misconduct
from a supervisor and an employee,
Pete,” John said. “This OSHA citation
won’t stand up in court.”
Pete’s company fought the citation.

Did it win? See the decision on the next page
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You Be The Judge

Fatal fall due to misconduct
or safety program failure?
The decision
Yes, Pete’s company won when
an administrative law judge vacated
the citation.
OSHA cited the company for failing
to protect employees from falls from
unprotected edges 4 feet or more
above lower levels.
The agency claimed the company
had constructive knowledge of the
violation through its foreman and
that it failed to have work rules in
place to prevent such violations
from occurring.

The company argued that the
foreman and the deceased
employee caused the violation
through their unpreventable
misconduct – they knew the rules
but didn’t follow them.
As evidence, the company provided
its employee handbook, safety
manual, training and disciplinary
records, and even the video it uses
for fall protection training.

write-ups for violations of its fall
protection rules and 11 disciplinary
write-ups for failure to complete or
turn in job hazard assessments.
All of this evidence convinced
the judge that the company
had a good safety program that
was well-communicated and
properly enforced.

The disciplinary records showed
that in the year before the incident,
the company issued 23 disciplinary

Analysis: Discipline matters
Writing someone up for violating a safety rule isn’t fun, but to have an effective safety program it is necessary.
The company in this case had a good written safety program that ultimately protected it against an OSHA
citation.
But discipline and disciplinary records are far more important when looked at from another angle – they can
help save lives.
How? By:
●

reinforcing the fact that the company cares enough about employee safety to enforce its rules – if the
company shows it cares, then employees are more likely to care as well

●

offering a chance to coach an employee about safety and why it’s in their best interest to follow the rules,
and

●

potentially revealing an employee’s pattern of disregard for their own and other workers’ safety.

That first write-up and discussion regarding the broken rule could be what makes that policy stick
in the employee’s head forever after. Unfortunately, in this case, that one time breaking the rule led
to the employee’s death.
Based on: Secretary of Labor v. Miller Insulation Co., Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission,
No. 19-1431, 1/24/22. Dramatized for effect.
Read more You Be The Judge in your Membership Dashboard
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What Would You Do?

Can worker with history of seizures do
safety-sensitive job?
Giving this worker a safety-sensitive
position would put him and other
employees at risk, right?

Manager Mike Kelly had just left
his office to begin his morning
safety tour when the voice of HR
Manager Susan Reynolds rang
out over the loudspeaker.

Medication can help
Actually, it depends.

“Mike Kelly, please report to the
office,” Susan announced.

There are medications that can
greatly reduce the risk of seizures
as long as a patient follows the
treatment plan determined by
their neurologist.

Mike turned around and went
straight to Susan’s office.

Good fit but prone
to seizures
“What can I help you with, Susan?”
Mike asked.
“Sorry I had to call you back in here,”
said Susan. “I couldn’t catch up with
you before you walked out.

In this case, and with the doctor’s
clearance, the worker would be able
to perform those safety-sensitive
job duties with no additional risk
to himself or other employees.
Deviated from treatment

However, if the worker has
“I need your opinion on a job
deviated from the recommended
candidate,” she added. “He’s applying treatment then a company may
for a maintenance position.”
have the right to deny employment
for safety reasons.
“OK,” Mike replied. “That’s a ‘safetysensitive’ position.”
For example, in Pontinen v. United
States Steel Corporation, a worker
with a history of seizures filed an
Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) lawsuit against his potential
employer for denying him a
safety-sensitive position.

“Exactly. And this candidate is
a good fit,” Susan said. “But during
his fitness-for-duty exam it came
out that he’s prone to seizures.
“I just want a second opinion
here, but do you think that would
disqualify him from this position?”
she asked.

The employer wouldn’t give him the
job because he had three seizures
in a short span of time and was
diagnosed with a seizure disorder.

If you were Mike, what would you
do in this situation?

While the worker’s neurologist
had him on a treatment plan that
included medication to control the
seizures, the worker decided he no
longer wanted to rely on the drugs.

He’d put himself, others at risk
From a safety standpoint, the first
reaction to Susan’s question is
probably to say no.
After all, if the worker was operating
a forklift, for example, and had a
seizure it could result in tragedy.

Before applying for the job, the
worker convinced his neurologist
to slowly reduce his medication to
the point he wouldn’t have to take
it at all.

Read more What Would You Do? in your Membership Dashboard
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The neurologist was reluctant, but
began the process anyway, noting
that the worker’s seizure disorder
was “not well controlled.”
All of this came out during
the worker’s fitness-for-duty
examination. Since the worker’s
disorder couldn’t be safely
accommodated, the company
refused to hire him.
Decision made on objective
medical evidence
In court, the worker claimed the
company discriminated against him
over a perceived disability.
A district court ruled in favor of
the company, finding the worker’s
uncontrolled seizure disorder was
a direct threat to himself and others.
On appeal with the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Seventh Circuit,
the court found that the company
relied on objective medical evidence,
including the Department of
Transportation’s (DOT) physical job
requirements, in its reasoning for
denying employment.
Government, industry guidelines
aren’t enough
The appeals court made a point to
note that the worker’s claims would
have been evaluated differently if
the company had made its decision
entirely on the DOT regulations.
That means employers need to
make sure their hiring decisions over
safety-sensitive positions don’t rely
solely on general government or
industry guidelines, according to Erin
Foley and James Nasiri, attorneys
with law firm Seyfarth Shaw.
This kind of a decision “must also be
supported by substantial evidence
relevant to the specific employee at
issue,” Foley and Nasiri state.
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WORKERS’ COMPENSATION

Off-hour crashes aren’t comp
claims? Think again

T

by Merriell Moyer

he Kentucky Supreme Court
recently demonstrated the
limitations of the going-andcoming rule in a ruling in
favor of a worker who was injured in
a crash on his way home from work.
If a worker gets hurt while traveling
from home to work or from work
to home, workers’ compensation
typically doesn’t apply because of
the going-and-coming rule, but
there are some limited exceptions.
One such exception, called the
traveling employee exception,
applies if the worker’s job duties
require travel – such as a truck
driver or traveling salesperson.
Another is called the service
to employer exception, which
applies if the injured worker’s
travel was in some way beneficial
to the employer.
Both applied in the Kentucky case.

Trip home wasn’t paid for
Austin Ellison was a general laborer
for Dee Whitaker Concrete. He
would meet other employees at
the shop each morning, pick up
the tools needed for the day, then
travel to a worksite.
They were paid from the time they
arrived at the shop until the job was
finished at the end of the day, but
they weren’t paid for their travel
time back to the shop.
On the morning of Aug. 4, 2017,
Ellison arrived at the shop before
getting into a truck to travel to
a worksite two hours away.
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Off-hour crashes aren’t comp claims: Think again
Ellison was a passenger in the
vehicle. The truck, which was often
used for work, was owned by the
employer’s son, who was driving
the vehicle.
They stopped along the way to eat
lunch and fuel the vehicles then
continued to the worksite despite
the probability of rain in the forecast.
Ellison and his co-workers poured
concrete until it began to rain too
hard to continue.
Then he got into the same vehicle
as before and began the journey
back to the shop.

Crash leaves him with
lung, spinal injuries
The crew intended to stop for
supper along the way, but before
they could pull over at a restaurant
the vehicle Ellison was in left the
roadway and overturned.
Ellison, who wasn’t wearing a
seatbelt, was thrown from the
vehicle and sustained injuries to
his face, teeth, ribs, spine and
lungs. Later, he underwent several
procedures to remove and repair
his teeth, including a bone graft, and
underwent treatments to alleviate
his neck and back pain.
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Company: He was
carpooling, so his injuries
aren’t covered
On Nov. 20, 2017, Ellison filed a
workers’ compensation claim for
work-related injuries from the crash.
Whitaker contested the claim,
arguing Ellison’s injuries weren’t
covered by workers’ compensation
since they weren’t work-related.
The company said Ellison was
carpooling at the time of the crash,
so his injuries didn’t occur during
work time as per the going-andcoming rule.

Travel was required,
benefited employer
An administrative law judge found
that Ellison’s injuries fell within the
traveling employee and service to
employer exceptions to the goingand-coming rule because:
●

his work required travel away
from his employer’s premises

●

the travel was more of a benefit
to his employer than it was to
him, and

●

that travel is what placed him
in danger.
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Whitaker appealed that decision
with the workers’ compensation
appeals board and the Kentucky
Supreme Court. Both found that
the judge’s decision was correct.
The state’s Supreme Court added
that while Ellison’s carpooling to
and from jobsites was convenient
for him, it was more beneficial
to Whitaker because of the nature
of the work.
Having the crew start together
at the same time allowed for
certain tasks related to pouring
concrete to be done more
efficiently than if everyone
showed up at separate times.
And the Supreme Court stated
that the intention to stop for
a meal, which never happened
thanks to the crash, wasn’t enough
of a deviation to fall outside of the
traveling employee exception.
Read this story online
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Who Got Fined & Why

Two 19-year-old electrician apprentices killed:
What did OSHA say the company did wrong?
OSHA says an electrical contractor could’ve done more to bolster
workplace safety and possibly saved the lives of two young men just
getting started in the trades.
What happened: Pike Electric LLC in Mount Airy, Alabama, was called out to repair a damaged 7,200-volt
electric distribution line and restore power after Hurricane Ida walloped the region. Eli Nathaniel Babb
and Layton River Ellison, both 19, worked on the power line but didn’t clear all jumpers from the power
source first. They were electrocuted on the spot.
OSHA fined the contractor for three serious citations:
●

not adequately training the young men on recognition of electrical hazards

●

provide two observers with first-aid training before letting employees work near 50 volt or higher
energized lines, and

●

not ensuring power lines were deenergized.

Result: Pike Electric was fined $43,506. The company could face wrongful death and negligence lawsuits
Read more Who Got Fined & Why in your Membership Dashboard
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HAZARDS

Why it’s important to notify
contract employees of risks
by Merriell Moyer

at risk and get the host employer
in legal trouble.
For example, in Kevin Sinyard et al.
v. Ford Motor Company, Georgia
Power Company and Piedmont
Hospital, a contractor employee
sued three companies for failing
to warn him about asbestos
exposure at their worksites.

He didn’t know much
about asbestos

M

ulti-employer
worksites can make for
complicated situations
when it comes to safety
as there can be confusion over who’s
responsible for what.
On construction sites, the general
contractor is often held responsible
for ensuring subcontractors and
their employees are on the same
page when it comes to safety.
In general industry, depending
on the contract, it’s often the host
employer’s responsibility to make
sure contractor or temporary
employees are at least aware of
hazards in the workplace.

Question of control
When it comes to OSHA inspections,
workers’ compensation claims and
lawsuits involving multi-employer
worksites, it typically comes down
to a question of control.
Which company had the most
control of the site? Who had
more direct control over the
affected employees?
Regardless, companies should
find a way to share the details
of known worksite hazards and
figure out who’s responsible for
things like PPE and training, before
work begins.
Why? Because failing to do so
could put contractor employees
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Kevin Sinyard was a pipefitter who
worked for 41 different contractors
in his 25 years in the occupation.
From 1975 to 1989, Sinyard worked
on long-term projects at Ford Motor
Company, Georgia Power Company
and Piedmont Hospital.
Sinyard received jobs through the
Local Plumbers, Pipefitters & HVAC
Technicians Union 72 in Atlanta.
In the 1970s and early 1980s, the
union wasn’t training workers on
the dangers of asbestos, so Sinyard
had very little knowledge of the risks
associated with the toxic substance.
At the time he was told only that if
he encountered asbestos he should
put on a paper mask and wet down
the substance to help control dust.
By the late 1980s, Sinyard had
learned more about asbestos and
realized he’d been exposed to it
often during his years as a pipefitter.
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Why it’s important to notify contract employees of risks

Companies’ own
workers trained
Ford, Georgia Power and Piedmont
were just learning of the dangers
posed by asbestos in the late 1970s
and early 1980s, and all three began
to implement safety training on it for
their employees at that time.
Sinyard, as a contractor with these
companies, didn’t receive any
of this training.

Equal knowledge?
In 2014, Sinyard was diagnosed with
malignant pleural mesothelioma.
He and his wife filed lawsuits
against Ford, Georgia Power and
Piedmont for exposing him to
asbestos at their facilities.
A trial court granted summary
judgment in favor of the
companies, finding that all
three were Sinyard’s statutory
employers and were protected
by the workers’ compensation
exclusive remedy provision.
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On appeal with the Georgia Court
of Appeals, Sinyard argued in part
that his lawsuit should move forward
because there were issues of fact
over whether he had the same
awareness of asbestos hazards as
the companies’ regular employees.

should have been made aware
of the hazard by the union.

The appeals court found there
was evidence to support Sinyard’s
argument that the companies failed
to properly inform him of known
asbestos risks in their facilities.

Because this presented triable issues
of fact, the appeals court allowed
Sinyard’s lawsuit to move forward.

In court, each company had
acknowledged that it:
●

was aware of the hazards posed
by asbestos during the time
Sinyard was at its facility

●

had protected its own
employees via training and
proper PPE, and

●

didn’t provide the same training
or PPE to contractors.

However, each company argued it
wasn’t responsible for such training
for contractors and that Sinyard
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Sharing info may have
made a difference

The evidence led to questions
of who had more control over
Sinyard’s training and who had
more knowledge of the risk
during Sinyard’s time with the
three companies.
While this case is ongoing, one
thing is for certain:
If each company had shared the
information regarding its asbestos
hazards with its contractors, Sinyard
may not have gotten mesothelioma
and the companies probably
wouldn’t be fighting this court battle.
Read this story online
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Real Life Safety

Worker’s sleeve pulled into
moving machine: Is facility
liable for her injuries?
“It’s freezing in here,” Rita Crane said, putting on a hoodie
sweatshirt. “Can’t we do something about that?”
“Yesterday you were complaining how hot it was,” Supervisor Shawn White said.
“Yeah,” Rita replied. “But I didn’t mean we should turn the place into a walk-in freezer.”
“The good news is you’re going home in 20 minutes,” Shawn said. “And you can set the thermostat
to whatever you want to there.
“Now let’s clean these machines and get going.”
Rita grabbed a rag to wipe down the conveyor belt at her work station.
“Remember to put the belt on the slowest setting,” Shawn said.
“I know,” Rita said. “But it would be much faster if it was on ‘medium’ instead.”
“Please, Rita,” Shawn said with a sigh. “Just follow the rules so we can all get out of here.”
After wiping the machine down for a minute, Rita went over to the controls and turned the dial
up. She wanted to work faster and get going.
But the sleeve of her sweatshirt got caught in the rollers. Suddenly her arm was jerked
into the machine.
“Help me!” she screamed.

Hazardous energy program fell short of OSHA regulations
Shawn rushed over and hit the emergency stop button.
Rita pulled her mangled hand out of the gears as co-workers ran to dial 911.
Result: OSHA showed up to investigate, and cited the company for failing to guard machines and
failing to control the flow of hazardous energy when workers were cleaning the conveyor system.
The fines totaled $112,000.
Key: If workers are exposed to moving parts while cleaning or maintaining machines, they’re
at serious risk. Power machines down and control energy sources to keep them safe at these
high-risk times.
Before workers maintain or clean machines, make sure:
●

Everything is powered down. Energy sources for the machine should be deactivated.

●

Machine guards are in place. Workers shouldn’t be exposed to any moving parts
of the apparatus, and

●

Employees are trained. Knowing hazards goes a long way toward preventing injuries.

Based on an accident at Basic Grain Products.
Read more Real Life Safety in your Membership Dashboard
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Test Your Knowledge

Sprains & strains: How to
recognize and treat them
Sprains and strains are one of the most common
workplace injuries.
So how do they happen? Most are the result of improper lifting.
Are you prepared to deal with them if someone suffers one on the job?
Test your knowledge of sprains and strains by answering True or False to the
following questions:
Check answers on the next page

1

TRUE OR FALSE: To treat a sprain or strain, it’s best to place ice
on the injured area for at least 30 minutes.

2 TRUE OR FALSE: Strains are injuries to a tendon, the tissue that
connects muscles to bone.

3
4

TRUE OR FALSE: The easiest way to prevent sprains and strains
is to prepare for a job before anyone starts working.
TRUE OR FALSE: Muscle spasms, bruises and stiffness are all signs
of a strain.

Go to the following page to see if you are correct.
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Test Your Knowledge

Answers from previous page

1

FALSE: The sprained or strained area should only be iced for
20 minutes at a time, four to eight times per day. Any longer
than that can lead to frostbite or other cold injuries.

2 TRUE: Strains are tendon injuries that usually occur in the back, upper
thigh and elbow. Sprains are injuries to ligaments and usually happen
in the ankle, knee and wrist.

3

4

TRUE: Preparation reduces the chance someone will suffer a sprain or
strain. To prevent sprains and strains, have workers stretch for five to
10 minutes before each shift. Also remind them to plan how they’re
going to lift heavy boxes and objects before they start the job.

TRUE: Muscle spasms, bruising and stiffness are symptoms of both
sprains and strains. Very rapid bruising is a sign of a sprain.

Read More Test Your Knowledge in your Membership Dashboard
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